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Can you use the REVERSE Accelerator Pack within every Regimen?
No. The Accelerator Pack is specifically designed to be used with REVERSE Deep Exfoliating Wash and Broad Spectrum Sunscreen.
When combining REDEFINE Regimen with AMP MD Roller, in what order should they be applied?
When combining REDEFINE Regimen with ACUTE CARE, in what order should they be applied?
(On Monday, Wednesday, and Friday nights)
When combining REDEFINE Regimen with AMP MD Roller and ACUTE CARE, in what order should they be applied?
When combining REVERSE Regimen with AMP MD Roller, in what order should they be applied?
(Night Renewing Serum is optional)
When combining *REVERSE Regimen* with *ACUTE CARE*, in what order should they be applied?
(Apply ACUTE CARE to clean, dry skin)
When combining REVERSE Regimen with AMP MD Roller and ACUTE CARE, in what order should they be applied?
(Skip the Intensive Brightening Toner)
Can **AMP MD Roller** be combined within **UNBLEMISH Regimen at night?**
How can **AMP MD Roller** be used *in the evening* while **UNBLEMISH Regimen** is used *in the morning*?
How can REVERSE Regimen be combined with UNBLEMISH Regimen?
Ramp up as directed with REVERSE.

If blemishes return, use UNBLEMISH twice per day.
Can REVERSE Regimen and AMP MD Roller be combined within UNBLEMISH Regimen?
Ramp up REVERSE Regimen.

Introduce AMP MD Roller after 2 weeks.

If blemishes return, use UNBLEMISH twice per day.

AM

PM

(optional)
What is the difference between REVERSE Regimen and REVERSE Skin Lightening Accelerator Pack?
REVERSE “Brightening” Regimen
- Contains Vitamin C and Retinol
- Treats dullness
- Evens skin tone
- Smooths visible lines

REVERSE “Lightening” Accelerator Pack
- Contains OTC Hydroquinone 2%
- Gradually fades dark marks
- Helps even out skin color patches
What *two products* contain RF D-cell technology?
If they have sensitive skin, what should you advise your customer to do before using every new product?
Follow the patch test directions for every new product.
What should you do if someone has eczema, rosacea, or psoriasis?
Have them share the ingredient list with their doctor.
What R+F Regimens can I use with REDEFINE AMP MD Roller?
Which statements are true about the use of AMP MD Roller?

Do not roll over blemishes

Do not roll over dilated capillaries
Do not roll over blemishes. TRUE

Do not roll over dilated capillaries. TRUE
Which rules are true for ACUTE CARE?

Use AMP MD Roller, then apply ACUTE CARE

Use ACUTE CARE every night
Use AMP MD Roller, then apply ACUTE CARE. TRUE

Use ACUTE CARE every night. FALSE
How can I transition from SOOTHE Regimen to REVERSE Regimen?
Patch test new products.

Ramp up REVERSE Regimen as tolerated.
How can I transition from **SOOTHE Regimen** to **REVERSE Accelerator Pack**?
Patch test new products.

Ramp up REVERSE Accelerator Pack as tolerated.
How do you transition to **REDEFINE Regimen** from **SOOTHE Regimen**?
Patch test new products.

Ramp up REDEFINE Regimen as tolerated.

AM

PM

(as needed for sun protection)

(as needed for dryness)
What R+F Regimens can I use with the REDEFINE AMP MD Roller and ACUTE CARE?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>AMP-MD Roller</th>
<th>ACUTE CARE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REDEFINE Regimen</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVERSE Regimen</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVERSE Accelerator Pack</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNBLEMISH Regimen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOOTHE Regimen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How do you combine UNBLEMISH Regimen with REVERSE Regimen?
Ramp up REVERSE Regimen in the evening.

If blemishes return, use UNBLEMISH twice per day.
Can *Lash Boost* be applied to the *eyebrows*?
Yes. Apply it to the base of clean and dry brows.
Of the following practices, which are true for Lash Boost?

One person, one tube

More is better

Lash Boost grows lashes
One person, one tube. TRUE

More is better. FALSE

Lash Boost grows lashes. FALSE
What language is true about Lash Boost?

Fuller-looking lashes

Lusher-looking lashes

Makes lashes grow faster
Fuller-looking lashes. TRUE

Lusher-looking lashes. TRUE

Makes lashes grow faster. FALSE
Which tips for application are true for Lash Boost?

Apply only to the base of upper eye lid

Remove excess product from wand

Less is more in terms of application
Apply only to the base of upper eye lid. TRUE

Remove excess product from wand. TRUE

Less is more in terms of application. TRUE
Will applying Lash Boost more frequently deliver faster results?
No. Additional applications are not necessary.
Should Lash Boost be *used* on the *lower lash line*?
There is no need to apply it to the lower lashes, as blinking distributes the product.
How do I use Lash Boost with my Regimen?
Apply Lash Boost to clean and dry upper eyelids.
Wait 90 seconds for it to dry.
Follow with remaining Regimen routine.
What happens if I stop using Lash Boost?
Your lashes will slowly return to their previous appearance.
Which benefits about Mineral Peptides are true?

- Light-weight mineral powders mattify skin.
- Minerals even skin tone.
- RFp3 technology includes peptides.
Light-weight mineral powders mattify skin. TRUE

Minerals even skin tone. TRUE

RFp3 technology includes peptides. TRUE
Can you *blend two colors* of Mineral Peptides *together*?
Yes. Customize your color by blending two tones.
What level of SPF protection do Mineral Peptides provide?
SPF 20.